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In-P] ,ane Magneto-photoluminescence Studies QfModulation-Doped GaAs/AIGaAs
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in-plane tuagrxtic field yhotoiuminescence spec+ra from a scriw of n-type moduiation-
G&AS/Alo,$c%0,7As coupled double quantum wells show distinctive chblet structures related to
the tunnel-split ground w.xb-levelst.atee, The magnetic field behavior uf the upper transition from
the antisymmetric state strongly dqmnds on sample mobilty, In a lower mobility sample, the tran-
sition energy displays an N-type kinkwith fidci (namely a nmxir.numfollowed bY a minimum],
whereas higher mobility samplea have a hear dependence, The fcrmer is titrihuted to a coupl@
mechanism due to hornogenxxmsbroadening of the electron and hcJe states. The results are in good
qrcent with recent theoretical catcdati”m.

The electrical and optical properties cxfquantum well
hetemstructures have been tbe subject of ccmsiderable in-
vestigation for a number of years. Gupkd double quan-
tum-i weli (CDQW) structures, wher~ the two wells arc
separated by a thin barrier, am of interest due w an en-
hrmced qumtwri stark effect and provide an ideal system
for studying tunne)ing dynank~.’% Modulation doping
of a CDQWTcrest.m two parallel twmdirnerl$icmal electron
g~ @DEG) iayers, ‘–10 ‘Ms -additirmal electronic tiegree
of freedom in the gMXVt}l(z) directiou can be controlled
by varying tbe barrier thickness, external gate voltages,
and magnetic fields, fn-p!ane magnetic fields rnvdify the
Fermi surfac~ and the density d’ states. Large maxima
and minima are obaervcd in the in-phma ccmductance.7-g

RecentJy, Huarrg and Lyo (FIT>)11 have fihown that the
photckninescence (PL ) spectrum fi~rn the tunnel-split
gm.md e&levels of such CDQW systems can bc modu-
lated by i~-p!a~e magnetic fields, Raichev and Vasko~a
point out that the PL line-shape is a complex quantity
w it can depend cm,electron-impurityj electmrr-phormn,
electron. interface roughness, and electron-electron inter-
mti.ons. HLi~ corxhde that the scattering of eketrcms
and IIOIMby im.purit.ics in th~ doping layecs in CD(J Ws
is rrmirdy responsible for the complicated magnetic field
dependence of ihe transition snergies and the spectral
broadening. As the symmetric (S) and antisymmetric
(M} levels k in close proximity, the electrons in me
level can w.&u be Ecattered bto the other Ieve~. Th~
coupling mechanism is included phenornenologically in
their calculations as a homogeneous broadening factor,
~. Fig, I (a} shows the $-S (’L) and M-AS (U) trw-isi-
~ion energies at B = 0. In the presence of an in-plane
magnetic field the degenerate &dispersion curves at zero

field split in the &direction with the formation of’an an-
ticmssing gap, A,$AS,in the CB as seen in Fig. l(b).
I-IL find that for certain values of r, the U transition
energy can display an N-type kink, namely a rmw.imum
followed by a minimum, whereas the L peak has a more
linear dependence M the magnetic fieId increases.

In this report, we present in-plane magnetic field
studks cl the P1 spectra from three modulation-doped
CDQW samples. Each structure consisted of two GaAs
QWS of equal widths separated by a thin AI0.3GSiJ.~AS
barrier. FOF samples A, B, and C, the well width (barrier
thickness) were 150(25)~: 100(35} t%and 150(15) .,~; the
total elvckon densities (m=bilities) were 4,8x 101~/cm3
(2.7x1 OS crn2/Vs), 4,2x 10~’/’cm2 (1.~X’h)5 cn12/Vs),

and 2.8 x 1011/cn12 (SJ.6x 10s crn2/Vs), respectively.
Ma.gneto-photcdurninacence (.MPL) nxasuremeuts were
performed at 2R in a 20 T superconducting magnet and
were recoxded every 0,1 T, In-phme fields were achieved
ming au optical fiber coupkd to a small right-angled
prism. The Iss-er excitaticm wavelength was 635 m-n
and the power derwit y on the sample did not exceccf O.7
rnW/Crn2, More specific cietails of the experimental con-
figuration have bten reported e]sewhere.L2

Some representative .MPL speetra at X for sampks A
and C are dispIayd in Fig 2. Two peaks corresponding to
the U and L t=hh transitions for the lowest two subbami
stat+s of the CDQW were observed in samples A imd B.
The ~pectra for .4 are shown in Fig, 2a, The spectra for
B (not displayed) are qualitatively sirniiar to A Except
f’or a ~light increase in the broadening ~f the individual
peaks. In both cases the intensity of the stronger L peak
remains approximately constant over the complete field
range, Sample C shows markedly different behavior. At
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low fickls the intensity of the U peak is greater than the
intensity of the L peak, as seen iu Fig 2b. The inten-
sity of both transitions increase with increasing flejd up
to tdmoat 4.0 T, Between 4.0 and 4.5 T, U is only ob-
served as a weak shoulder. it disappmre at about 4,8
T due to the gradual depopulation of the holes from the
upper branch and a switching of the osci Ilator strength
fkom the U to the L transiticm. The intensity of the L
peak continues to increase almost JinearIy over the field
range investigated. The MPL spectral data for all three
$amples were analyzed every 0.1 T from 0-18 T using
a fitting routine incorporating Lorentz oscillators, where
the energies, strengths (peak intensitiw), and line-widths
(dampitig) were obtained fkorn the fits. 13xampk of fits
to the spectra are shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) for sam-
ple C at 3.8 T and 4,5 T, respectively. The peak labeled
I is assumed to be an artifact of unlumwn origin as it was
present in all three sarnpke aucl its energy and intensity
were approximately field independent t,

Figs 3(a) and 3(b) and Figs. 4 (a) and 4 (b) show the
energy and intensity dependence of the U and L transi-
tions for ali thrse samp!es from 0-18 T. These plots came
directly from the fits to the spectra such as those shown
in Figs 2(c) and (d). The energy andintensity behavjor
for A and B shown in F@ 3 (a) and 4 (a) respectively
arc qualitatively similar. Both dispiay conventiord di~
magnetic shifts at Iow fieids arid an almost paraIIel linear
dependence at high fields. Initially the intensity of the
weaker U peak incre~ slightly and then it decreases
with increasing field, Ths U transition disappears at
about 11 T for A and about 8 T for B due to the depop-.
uiation of the carriers in the upper branch 59 U passee
~~o~gh their respective Fermi Ievel~. In terms of the
two-band model for a doped CDQW system= proposed
by HL1l, we be~jeve that these two samples show essen-
tially uncoupled behavior of the U and L peaks as they
both have relatively high rrmbilities (2.7x106 crn2/Vs for
A md 1,2x 10s cmZ/Vs for B) and Consequently small
homogeneous broadening factors, r.

Sample C, on the other hand, shows a different fielcl
dependence, The separatism of the ~ and L peaks can

c]eady be observed (Fig 2 (b)) with the U psak being
initially the more intense. The peak energies and peak
intensities for C! can be compared with three obtained
for A and D in Fi& 3 and 4, respectively. Fig. 3 (b)
shows the energy and Fig. 4 (b) shows the intensity of
the U and L transitions w a function of field. At iow
fields, both U and L display diamagnetic shifts. In Fig
3 (b) it can be seen that the U transition energy rcachee
a rn.aximum vaJu.s at about 3.9 ‘f’, Beyond that fieId it
tindergoee a red-shift (also seen in Fig, 2 (c) and 2 (d))
but it disappears at about 4.8 T. The intensity of the U
peak at zero field is higher thaa the L peak because ofthc
superposition of the tailof the low energy peak which has
a markedly non-Lorenrzian line-shape. We find that the

crossover in the intensity of the U and L peaks cwcurs at
about 3 T, a value that is predicted by HL for a CDQW
m.th a r = 0,5 mcV. The calculated PJ, spectm that

~
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they display for r = 0.5 meV are quit-c similar to those
shown in Fig. 2 (b). Unfortunately, the intemity of the
U peak falls rapidly after it reaches its peak ener~ and
we canrmt observe its complete rcd-shiftecl intersection
with the L transition.

In conclusion the observed MPL spectra of t~-type
modulation doped CbQW structures iD in-plane mag-
netic fields are consistent with the model proposed by
M which inchldss a homogeneous broadening factor. It
is apparent that samples A and B which have relatively
high rnobilitiee have smaU broadening factors and the IJ
(AS-AS) and L (S-!3) transitions show independent di-
magnetic shifts with magnetic field. The lowest mobility
sample with a large broadening factor displays a cou-
pljng of the U and J. modes. There is an txchange of chc
oscillator strengths and a red-shift of the J_!transition.
This result is in qualitative agreement with the calcuk-
tiona of HL where they describe the onset of an N-type
kink in the upper transition energy. The mode coupling
is attributed to electron-impurity scattering and is con-
sidered to be responsible for the observed magnetic ficid
dependence of the spectral broadening.
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FIG. I. $chema:ic diagram for the optical transitions from
~ CDQW. (a) Zero fi&i: ‘l%c tmrwitkms between AS-AS and
S-S states are denoted aa U and L, respectively. (b] In-plane
magnetic fieid (B Ilx) causes degenerate dkpcrsiou curv- to
move apart. The L transition occure &y &t IL*Oat high
fields, &A~ js the C% energy splitti~ ixcween the ~ and
AS ground mbhd doublet,
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FIG, 2. Exampke of in-plane magnetic fieIddependent PL
spectra for two modulation-doped CDQWS (a) Sample A
(high mobility); Sample C (low mobility). The pedcs la-
beled U and L denote the tramdtjons described m Fig. 1. 1
is a artifact that hoe no fk!d dependence, {c) and (d) show
examples of fits to the PL spectra wing three odlators. The
solid curve is LhePL spectrum; the dashed curve showe the
!%M he data; the solid dots show the U, L, and I oecillatora.
Note the energy of the U peak at 4..5T (d) is lower tkm the
U peak at 3.S T (c).
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IV& 3. T!mnsMon energy versus magnetic field. (a) For

sa.uqies A and B, AC L and U transitions show bilar dia-
magnetic shifts at law fieldsi The U peak db~ppears around
11 T and $ T, respectively. (b) l% sample C, the U transi-
ticv &ws an A’=type kirk, rIaxrIcJy a he-shiftfollowedby a
rd-shift in the energy between 0-.5T. The L transition di~
plays iinear behavior.
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FIG. 4. PL intensity versus magnetic field. (a) The inten.
sities for both L-and L show a small oscillatory behavior for
A and rcmaiu corLstat for B, The V peak &appcars at 11 T
for A and $ T for Ii. {b) The U and L peaks exchange inten-
sities near 3,5 T, The U transition disappears at about 4X T;
the L transition irmrmscs with field. Small wcillatims in the
intensitiesare superimposed.
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